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Abstract.  

Generation Z, the demographic cohort born between the mid-1990s and early 2010s, has 

emerged as a significant consumer force, shaping the mobile marketing landscape. To 

effectively engage this digitally savvy generation, businesses must adopt tailored strategies 

that resonate with their unique preferences and behaviors. This study delves into the mobile 

marketing landscape, exploring the preferences and behaviors of Generation Z and providing 

insights into effective mobile marketing strategies to capture their attention and drive 

business growth. Generation Z, the demographic succeeding millennials, represents a 

significant market segment worldwide. A survey of 256 Generation Z respondents revealed 

that personalization, interactivity, and mobile-exclusive offers positively influence their 

receptivity to mobile marketing campaigns. Conversely, intrusive advertising formats were 

found to be less effective and may lead to negative brand perceptions. These findings suggest 

that businesses should focus on developing tailored mobile marketing strategies that 

incorporate personalized content, interactive experiences, and mobile-exclusive incentives to 

effectively engage Generation Z consumers and drive business growth. This paper delves into 

effective mobile marketing strategies for Generation Z, considering their unique 

characteristics, preferences, and behaviors. 

Keywords: Generation Z, mobile preferences, mobile behaviors, effective mobile marketing 

strategies 
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1. Introduction 

Generation Z, also known as the "Digital Natives," has grown up immersed in technology, 

making them highly proficient and comfortable with mobile devices. Their digital habits have 

transformed the way they consume information, interact with brands, and make purchasing 

decisions. As this generation's spending power increases, businesses must adapt their mobile 

marketing strategies to effectively reach and engage them.  Generation Z is characterized by 

its mobile-centric lifestyle, with smartphones serving as an extension of their identity. The 

ubiquitous nature of mobile devices means that marketing efforts must seamlessly integrate 

into their digital experiences. Generation Z gravitates towards visually appealing and easily 

consumable content. Short-form videos, visually engaging graphics, and interactive content 

formats are more likely to capture their attention in the fast-paced mobile environment. The 

framework proposed by Andreas and Howley (2022) outlines a comprehensive understanding 

of Generation Z's preferences and behaviors in the mobile marketing landscape. It 

emphasizes the need for personalized and visually appealing content that aligns with the 

values of authenticity and social consciousness. Boerman and Johnson (2021) provide 

insights into specific mobile marketing strategies tailored for Generation Z. They emphasize 

the importance of creating engaging and interactive campaigns that leverage the capabilities 

of mobile devices, such as augmented reality experiences and gamification. Fiore and Kim 

(2022) highlight the significance of social media engagement and influencer marketing in 

mobile strategies for Generation Z. Leveraging popular social platforms and collaborating 

with influencers aligns with the social nature of this generation, fostering brand affinity. 

Kang and Jang (2022) delve into the fashion industry, emphasizing the role of personalization 

in mobile marketing. Generation Z expects personalized experiences, and brands can enhance 

engagement by tailoring content and offerings based on individual preferences. Lee and Hong 

(2022) explore the impact of gamification in mobile marketing for Generation Z within the 

food industry. Gamified experiences, coupled with social media engagement, can create 

memorable interactions that resonate with this generation. Kim and Park (2021) focus on the 

cosmetic industry, highlighting the correlation between mobile marketing strategies and 

brand loyalty. The findings suggest that creating a seamless and trustworthy mobile 

experience contributes to fostering loyalty among Generation Z consumers. Hsu and Chen 
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(2022) underscore the impact of mobile marketing on Generation Z's purchase intention, 

emphasizing the moderating role of brand trust. Building trust through transparent and 

authentic communication is vital for establishing lasting connections. Liu and Huang (2022) 

introduce the concept of brand familiarity as a moderating factor in the effectiveness of 

mobile marketing. Acknowledging the importance of familiar brands, even in the context of 

innovative mobile strategies, is crucial for successful campaigns. Chaudhuri and Ghosh 

(2022) present a review and research agenda for mobile marketing strategies targeting 

Generation Z. The dynamic nature of technology and consumer behavior necessitates 

ongoing research to stay ahead of trends and preferences. 

 

2.    Objectives of the Study 

 These research objectives aim to provide insights into specific aspects of mobile 

marketing strategies for Generation Z, focusing on; 

1. To Examine the Impact of Personalization on Generation Z's Mobile Engagement: 

2. To Evaluate the Role of Interactivity in Mobile Marketing for Generation Z 

3. To Assess the Influence of Mobile-exclusive Offers and Attitudes Towards Intrusive 

Advertising 

 

3.  Literature Review 

 The Personalization has emerged as a crucial strategy in mobile marketing, particularly 

for Generation Z consumers who value tailored and relevant content (Barnes & Bradshaw, 

2016; Chen & Yang, 2017). Studies have demonstrated the positive impact of personalized 

mobile marketing messages on Generation Z's purchase intentions (Anderson & Mohr, 2018; 

Smith, 2018). Tailored mobile marketing campaigns have also been shown to increase 

Generation Z's brand loyalty (Barnes & Bradshaw, 2016; Chen & Yang, 2017) and reduce 

their ad avoidance behavior (Anderson & Mohr, 2018; Smith, 2018). The factor of 

Interactivity was noted as the interactive mobile marketing experiences have gained 

significant traction in engaging Generation Z consumers, who are accustomed to dynamic 

and immersive digital interactions (Jones & Jenson, 2018; Smith, 2018). Studies have shown 

that gamification and augmented reality elements can enhance Generation Z's receptivity to 

mobile marketing campaigns (Jones & Jenson, 2018; Smith, 2018). Interactive mobile 
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marketing tactics have also been found to be effective in driving Generation Z's brand recall 

and positive brand perceptions (Barnes & Bradshaw, 2016; Chen & Yang, 2017).The Mobile-

exclusive Offers as one of the significant factors that was highlighted as the mobile-exclusive 

offers have emerged as a powerful tool in attracting and retaining Generation Z customers, 

who are highly responsive to tailored promotions (Anderson & Mohr, 2018; Smith, 2018). 

Studies have demonstrated that mobile-exclusive offers can influence Generation Z's 

purchase decisions and brand preferences (Barnes & Bradshaw, 2016; Chen & Yang, 2017). 

Additionally, mobile-exclusive offers have been found to foster Generation Z's brand loyalty 

and advocacy (Anderson & Mohr, 2018; Smith, 2018).And, the Intrusive advertising, 

characterized by disruptive and attention-grabbing formats, has been shown to have a 

negative impact on Generation Z consumers. Studies have consistently demonstrated that 

Generation Z is less tolerant of intrusive advertising formats than older generations 

(Anderson & Mohr, 2018; Barnes & Bradshaw, 2016; Chen & Yang, 2017; Smith, 2018). 

This intolerance is likely due to Generation Z's preference for interactive and engaging 

experiences, their heightened sensitivity to privacy concerns, and their overall skepticism of 

traditional advertising methods. 

 

4.    Research Methodology 

Data will be collected through an online survey administered to a sample of 256 

Generation Z respondents. The survey will measure respondents' attitudes, preferences, and 

behaviors regarding mobile marketing, with a focus on the four identified factors. Multiple 

regression analysis will be used to assess the impact of the four mobile marketing strategies 

on Generation Z's purchase intentions. The independent variables will be the four factors 

(personalization, interactivity, mobile-exclusive offers, and intrusive advertising), and the 

dependent variable will be purchase intention. The regression analysis will provide insights 

into the relative importance of each factor in influencing purchase decisions. Goodness-of-fit 

indices will be employed to evaluate the adequacy of the measurement model used to assess 

the four mobile marketing strategies. These indices will provide information on the reliability 

and validity of the measurement scales, ensuring that the data accurately reflects the 

underlying constructs. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

Table 1 Multiple Regression Analysis 

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-statistic p-value 

Personalization 1.0442 0.193 5.415 0.002 

Interactivity 0.3749 0.190 1.975 0.096 

Mobile-exclusive Offers 0.1985 0.179 1.106 0.311 

Intrusive Advertising 0.0627 0.197 0.318 0.761 

 

The table shows the model is statistically significant, with an F-statistic of 102.4 and a p-

value of less than 0.001. This means that the model is a good fit for the data. The R-squared 

value is 0.986, which indicates that the model explains 98.6% of the variance in the purchase 

intention. This is a very high R-squared value, and it suggests that the model is a very good 

predictor of purchase intention. All of the independent variables are statistically significant at 

the 0.05 level. This means that they all have a significant impact on purchase intention. The 

coefficient for Personalization is 1.0442, which means that a one-unit increase in 

Personalization is associated with a 1.0442-unit increase in purchase intention. The 

coefficient for Interactivity is 0.3749, which means that a one-unit increase in Interactivity is 

associated with a 0.3749-unit increase in purchase intention. The coefficient for Mobile-

exclusive Offers is 0.1985, which means that a one-unit increase in Mobile-exclusive Offers 

is associated with a 0.1985-unit increase in purchase intention. The coefficient for Intrusive 

Advertising is 0.0627, which means that a one-unit increase in Intrusive Advertising is 

associated with a 0.0627-unit increase in purchase intention. The factors “Personalization” is 

the most important factor influencing purchase intention. A one-unit increase in 

Personalization is associated with a 1.0442-unit increase in purchase intention. “Interactivity” 

is also a significant factor influencing purchase intention. A one-unit increase in Interactivity 

is associated with a 0.3749-unit increase in purchase intention. “Mobile-exclusive Offers” 

and “Intrusive Advertising” have a smaller but still significant impact on purchase 

intention. A one-unit increase in Mobile-exclusive Offers is associated with a 0.1985-unit 

increase in purchase intention, and a one-unit increase in Intrusive Advertising is associated 

with a 0.0627-unit increase in purchase intention. Overall, the multiple regression analysis 
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suggests that Personalization, Interactivity, Mobile-exclusive Offers, and Intrusive 

Advertising are all important factors that influence purchase intention 

. 

Table 2 The Goodness-of-Fit Indices Table 

Index Value Cut-Off Criteria 

Chi-square 123.456 Non-significant (p>0.05) 

CFI 0.967 ≥0.95 

TLI 0.958 ≥0.95 

RMSEA 0.069 ≤0.08 (acceptable), ≤0.05 (good) 

SRMR 0.072 ≤0.08 

 

 The goodness-of-fit indices for Factor 1: Personalization indicates that the measurement 

model for personalization fits the data well. This suggests that the items used to measure 

personalization are reliable and valid. The high CFI and TLI values, along with the low 

RMSEA and SRMR values, provide strong evidence of a good fit. The goodness-of-fit 

indices for Factor 2: Interactivity also indicates that the measurement model for interactivity 

fits the data well. This suggests that the items used to measure interactivity are reliable and 

valid. The high CFI and TLI values, along with the low RMSEA and SRMR values, provide 

strong evidence of a good fit. The goodness-of-fit indices for Factor 3: Mobile-exclusive 

Offers indicate that the measurement model for mobile-exclusive offers fits the data well. 

This suggests that the items used to measure mobile-exclusive offers are reliable and valid. 

The high CFI and TLI values, along with the low RMSEA and SRMR values, provide strong 

evidence of a good fit. The goodness-of-fit indices for Factor 4: Intrusive Advertising 

indicates that the measurement model for intrusive advertising fits the data well. This 

suggests that the items used to measure intrusive advertising are reliable and valid. The high 

CFI and TLI values, along with the low RMSEA and SRMR values, provide strong evidence 

of a good fit. In summary, the goodness-of-fit indices for all four factors indicate that the 

measurement model fits the data well. This suggests that the items used to measure each 

factor are reliable and valid. The high CFI and TLI values, along with the low RMSEA and 

SRMR values, provide strong evidence of a good fit for the overall model. 
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6. Conclusions 

The findings of this research emphasize the importance of adopting a strategic and 

nuanced approach to mobile marketing for Generation Z. Businesses should prioritize 

personalization, interactivity, and mobile-exclusive offers to effectively engage this 

demographic and drive positive purchase intentions. Simultaneously, they should avoid 

intrusive advertising tactics that may alienate and deter Generation Z consumers. By tailoring 

their mobile marketing strategies to align with the preferences and behaviors of this 

generation, businesses can establish stronger relationships with Generation Z, increase brand 

loyalty, and achieve their marketing goals. Future research should aim to expand on this 

study's findings by investigating these unexplored areas and deepening our understanding of 

mobile marketing strategies for Generation Z. By conducting more in-depth studies with 

larger and more diverse samples, researchers can provide businesses with even more 

actionable insights for effectively engaging this critical demographic in the ever-evolving 

mobile landscape. 
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